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CS 6363.003.235

Algorithms

Hi, I'm kyle!
(no/him)

Office Hours

Tuesdays 3.4(nottoday
Wod, 10-11am



Roading
"Required":Algorithms

Erickson

Rocommandod:Common stal.

Intro to Algorithms
(CURS)

I'll never make you buy
the book.



30% homework

18 assignments)
Consider LaToX

Two midforms 20% each

Final exam 30%

cumulatio

closed notes/book



Homework:

Groups of 2
- Turn in one copyon

learning.
~

Still gotfull credit
with outside sources

I you cite
white in your own
words

- Automatic 24-hour

doad line extension if
you smail me.



Algorithms:
#gorithm:explicit, precise,
an ambiguous, mechanically
executable sequence of

domontaryinstructions
Sing in bottles of door for

intnoon
any



Lattice multiplication:
Given two non-negative into
X byas

XC0...m - 1] & Y[0,.n-1]
whore

m-

x
=EX(i]. 150
i =0

y =in
+

y2,.;
wantz =

x.yas

ZC0..mtn-l] where

z =x. y =
mn

-

1z2k].10k
x
=0



A standard CS student

should to able to code

up the algo you described



Describing an Algorithm:
What:Specifythe input, output,
whatit complishes.
How: Precise description of
the algorithm.

Why:Aryan convectness
In proof!

How fast:Big-oh notation



know your audience!

use pseudocode t
proviso English
doscriptions

"skoptical novico"



What:Specifythe exact

Imathy) problem you're
Going asked to solve.
Specify:input output

variables, typos, etc.

How: Pseudocode is nice

butnotstrictly
necessary.



Why:Prove itworks for
aninput

How fast...



Analysis:
Onlyare about big
inputs,

Constants don'tmatter
(much).

Big-oh notation.
f(n):N -1R

+

naturals &roals

g(n):NN -> 1
+



f(n) ->0(g(n) itf(n)
grows no quicker than g(n)

2
/

up
to constantfactors

O(g(n)) =55(n):those exist
pos, constants ctn.
such that

0=f(n) =cg(n) for
all n =1.3
C' (n)

↳"su



constant CEO) for

any xO.

"loose upper found"

256nt0(n)

256nt0(n2)



Supposo f,(n) -> 0 (g,(n))
f. (n) +0 (g.(n))

C.8, (h) =0 (f,(n)) for any
constantc>8 soquanco

f. (n) +fu(n> <0(g,(n)ofinstrainseef.(n) +5c(n) -O(maxEg, (n),
92(n)3)

f. (n) - f.(n) <0( g.(n) .gn(n)
↑

looping



Often Write

f(n) =0(g(n))


